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What is e-Learning

E-Learning 
Overview

 Innovative platform 

 Varied Training courses

 Individual and Corporate mentoring

 Advanced and Basic courses



How it works?

Methodology

Interact
Overview 
of Courses

Sign up for 
Sample

Class

Start 
Course

E-Learning



How it works?

Methodology

• Interact

•Overview of Courses

•Sign up – Sample Class

•Start Course



Course Schedule

Concepts

DHTML
AJAX
CSS
IIS

HTTPS
XML

OOPS
SQL CMDs

Stored 
Procs

Norms
Indexes
Triggers

Intro
VS 2012
Controls
Caching

State 
MGMT

ADO.NET
LINQ, W*F

Deploy
Silverlight
Perform
nUNIT

ASP.NET

Design SQL ASP.NET Conclusion



Why i-VERSA?

Value 
Addition

Experience Expertise Results

-- Diverse skill set

-- 500+ successful 
mentoring

-- 4+ years in Business

-- Varied Technologies 
and models

Domain specialty

Real time projects 
and mocks

Defined Examples

Support our 
Trainees

High quality

Result oriented

Proven Approach 
and Methodologies

Highly competitive 
pricing



Why i-VERSA?

Our Partners



Why i-VERSA?

Customer 
Testimonials

I would heartily recommend choosing i-VERSA.  Their team is 
focused on solving customer problems and they work diligently 
to do so.  Everyone loves a winner but companies that refuse to 
lose are priceless

- Colin Braithwaite, CEO Comet

Your team has done an outstanding job and in record time on 
the Avatar project. The entire team at E-Healthcare Systems is 
ecstatic about the ability to do so much with it at our pace with 
customized inputs.
The communications back and forth has been first rate and we 
welcome the opportunity to work with you on future projects.

- Paul Berney, VP Sales, e-HealthCare Systems Inc

Client-Vendor relationship is based on trustworthiness. i-VERSA 
has been consistent, reliable and efficient. I look forward to 
doing business with them again in the near future and will not 
hesitate to refer them to a friend

- Chris Asongwe, President  CAMCVC Inc



Next Steps

Plan of Action
Consultant / Trainee

 Create list of questions for advisors

 Review information provided on i-VERSA 

 Call e-Learning

 Review information provided on i-VERSA 

i-VERSA

 Interact with consultant

 Send relevant information

 Setup sample Tech discussion

 Provide credentials for prospective consultant

 WE START!



Open Questions

Q & A / 
Discussion



Thanks and Contacts

Thank you for 
time

Thanks for time.

info@i-versa.com

(847)594-8282 / (773)814-7355
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